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I wasn't around when Losing Trick Count was invented…I might have called it Zaps, 
Pops or something that has no other meaning.  LTC is just simple alternative method 
to evaluate hand strength.

LTC supplements, rather than replaces, the standard 4-3-2-1 point count system.  The
evaluation combines high card strength, touching honors, card distribution and shortness
into a simple numeric value.  The lower the LTC, the stronger the hand.  A standard opening 
hand is often a 7 LTC. 

While LTC can be a preliminary screening tool, it shines when an 8+ card trump fit is
discovered.  It is not useful in evaluating no trump contracts.  Read that last sentence again.

How it works:  LTC system only looks at the top three positions in each suit.  The ideal suit
is either A+K+Q or a void, both show "no losers".  The boxes above show a zero loser
hand since there is an A K Q in each suit, the ultimate power hand.

You evaluate one suit at a time.  The maximum number of "losers" in a suit is limited
to 3 since you count only the first three positions.

LTC for Various Suit Structures
Zero Loser Suits One Loser Suits Two Loser Three Loser
any void K x K x x x x Q x x  (perhaps 2 1/2)

A K K Q x Q J x J T x
A K Q A K  x  x x x x x x
A x A x x

How high should you bid?   You add your losing trick count to partners LTC and subtract
from 24.  The result is the number of tricks your side is expected to win if you make half
of your finesses.  LTC can help you bid good games and slams with fewer high card points!  

Example:  Partner opens 2C  then bids Hearts showing a distributional hand with
4 or fewer LTC.  You hold  KQx   xxx   Axxxxxx   x   which is a 7 LTC hand.  The math: 
7 (you) + 4 (opener) = 11 which means you have the potential to take 13 tricks (24-11)
Check for controls looking for a high probability slam.

LTC is so powerful that players have developed ways to communicate precise LTC responses
for bids such as 2C opening bid, Ogust (weak two), and Compressed Bergen.


